Session types are behavioural types for guaranteeing that some programs are free from basic communication errors. Recent work has shown that the notion of asynchronous subtyping for session types is undecidable. However, it is not clear what the possible alternatives for making such relation decidable are. In this work, we propose two algorithms for deciding restricted but practically relevant definitions of asynchronous subtyping. Additionally, we further refine the existing undecidability results by showing how two restricted forms of asynchronous subtyping remain undecidable. 
Introduction
Session types [4, 5] are types for controlling the communication behaviour of processes over channels. In a very simple but effective way, they express the pattern of sends and receives that a process must perform. Since they can guarantee freedom from some basic programming errors, session types are becoming popular with many main stream language implementations, e.g., Haskell [9] , GO [11] or RUST [7] . Traditionally, types for programming languages make use of the notion of subtyping, a relation between types that allows to safely replace programs with other programs: a given program P with type S can always be safely replaced by another program Q with type T whenever T ≤S (T is a subtype of S). In the literature, subtyping has been thoroughly studied for both binary session types (types expressing communication patterns between two entitities) and multiparty session types [6] (types expressing communication patterns among many entitities). In particular, whenever communication is synchronous, it is possible to compute whether two types are related by the subtyping relation [3] . Recently, Bravetti et al. [1] and Lange and Yoshida [8] have independently shown that subtyping becomes undecidable when communication is asynchronous, i.e., outputs are non-blocking. If T ≤S, type S must be able to simulate every input or output that T does. However, in the asynchronous setting, S is allowed to anticipate outputs that are prefixed by inputs, i.e., replacing a program of type S with one of type T that performs an output earlier is safe.
Although asynchronous subtyping is undecidable, it is still important to reason about cases for which the relation is decidable. This is because session types have become popular
Session Types and Subtyping
We begin by formally introducing the various ingredients needed for our technical development. We give the formal syntax of a variant of binary session types, firstly introduced by Honda et al. [4] . Our variant merges outputs with internal choice and inputs with external choice:
Definition 1 (Session types). Given a set of labels L, ranged over by l, the syntax of binary session types is given by the following grammar:
We assume guarded recursion by imposing T = t in µt.T . A session type is single-out if for all of its subterms ⊕{l i : T i } i∈I we have that |I| = 1. Similarly, a session type is single-in if for all of its subterms &{l i : T i } i∈I we have that |I| = 1.
Above, the output type ⊕{l i : T i } i∈I denotes the type of a channel over which we can send one of the labels l i (for i ∈ I). Dually, the input type &{l i : T i } i∈I denotes the type of a channel ready to receive one of the labels l i . Note that we abstract from the type of the message that could be sent over the channel, since this is orthogonal to our theory. Types µt.T and t denote standard tail recursion for recursive types. Type end denotes the type of a channel that can no longer be used.
In our development, it is crucial to count the number of times we need to unfold a recursion µt.T . This is formalised by the following function:
Definition 2 (n-unfolding).
unfold 0 (T ) = T unfold 1 (⊕{l i : T i } i∈I ) = ⊕{l i : unfold 1 (T i )} i∈I unfold 1 (µt.T ) = T {µt.T /t} unfold 1 (&{l i : T i } i∈I ) = &{l i : unfold 1 (T i )} i∈I unfold 1 (t) = t unfold 1 (end) = end unfold n (T ) = unfold 1 (unfold n−1 (T ))
Our definition of asynchronous subtyping uses the notion of input context, a type context consisting of a sequence of inputs preceding holes where types can be placed:
Definition 3 (Input Context). An input context A is a session type with multiple holes defined by the syntax:
An input context A is well-formed whenever all its holes are consistently enumerated. Given an input context A with holes indexed over {1, . . . , m}, we use A[T k ] k∈{1,...,m} to denote the type obtained by filling each hole k in A with the corresponding term T k .
For session types, we define the usual notion of duality: given a session type T , its dual T is defined as: ⊕{l i : T i } i∈I = &{l i : T i } i∈I , &{l i : T i } i∈I = ⊕{l i : T i } i∈I , end = end, t = t, and µt.T = µt.T . In the sequel, we say that a relation R on session types is dual closed if (S, T ) ∈ R implies (T , S) ∈ R. We are now ready to give the formal definition of the asynchronous subtyping relation.
Definition 4 (Asynchronous Subtyping, ≤). R is an asynchronous subtyping relation whenever it is dual closed and (T, S) ∈ R implies that: 1. if T = end then ∃n ≥ 0 such that unfold n (S) = end;
2. if T = ⊕{l i : T i } i∈I then ∃n ≥ 0, A such that unfold n (S) = A[⊕{l j : S kj } j∈J k ] k∈{1,...,m} ,
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∀k ∈ {1, . . . , m}.I ⊆ J k and ∀i ∈ I, (T i , A[S ki ] k∈{1,...,m} ) ∈ R; 3. if T = &{l i : T i } i∈I then ∃n ≥ 0 such that unfold n (S) = &{l j : S j } j∈J , J ⊆ I and ∀j ∈ J.(T j , S j ) ∈ R; 4. if T = µt.T then (T {T /t}, S) ∈ R. T is an asynchronous subtype of S, written T ≤S, if there is an asynchronous subtyping relation R such that (T, S) ∈ R.
Intuitively, two types T and S are related by the relation ≤, whenever S is able to simulate T , but with a few twists: in the simulation game, type T is allowed to anticipate outputs nested in its syntax tree (asynchrony); and, output and input types enjoy covariance and contravariance, respectively.
We observe that our definition is formally different from the ones found in literature. In particular, it requires the subtyping relation to be dual close. In the sequel, we show that, with such a restriction, our subtyping is equivalent to the standard notion of asynchronous subtyping given by Dezani et al. [2] that is sensitive to orphan messages:
Definition 5 (Orphan-Message-Free Subtyping, ≤ o ). R is an orphan-message-free subtyping relation whenever (T, S) ∈ R implies 1., 3., and 4. in Definition 4, plus an extended version of 2. that contains also the following requirement:
-if A = [ ] 1 then ∀i ∈ I.& ∈ T i where with & ∈ T i we mean that T i contains at least an external choice. T is a orphanmessage-free subtype of S, written T ≤ o S, if there is a orphan-message-free subtyping relation R such that (T, S) ∈ R.
The definition above puts an extra restriction on our subtyping relation, namely it requires that if the smaller type contains no inputs, then there must be no input that could be delayed in the bigger type (no orphan messages [2] ). Below, we show that such a restriction is not necessary since dual closeness guarantees orphan-message freedom:
Theorem 6. Given two session types S and T , we have T ≤S if and only if T ≤ o S.

Decidability Results
We now present decidability results for k-bounded asynchronous subtyping, a variant of asynchronous subtyping, and asynchronous subtyping for single-out/single-in session types.
A Subtyping Procedure
We start by giving a procedure for the general subtyping relation, which is known to be undecidable [1, 8] . In order to do so, we introduce two functions on the syntax of types. The function outDepth calculates how many unfolding are necessary for bringing an output outside a recursion. If that is not possible, the function is undefined (denoted by ⊥).
Definition 7 (outDepth).
The partial function outDepth(T, Γ), with Γ set of recursion variables, is inductively defined as:
where max{outDepth(T i , Γ) | i ∈ I} =⊥, if outDepth(T i , Γ) =⊥ for some i ∈ I; similarly, 1+ ⊥=⊥. We use outDepth(T ) as a shorthand for outDepth(T, ∅). 
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(A = [ ] 1 ) ⇒ ∀i ∈ I.& ∈ Ti ∀n.I ⊆ Jn ∀i ∈ I . Σ Ti ≤a A[Sni] n Σ ⊕{li : Ti}i∈I ≤a A[⊕{lj : Sn j }j∈J n ] n Out J ⊆ I ∀j ∈ J . Σ Tj ≤a Sj Σ &{li : Ti}i∈I ≤a &{lj : Sj}j∈J In Σ, (T, S) T ≤a S Asmp Σ end ≤a end End Σ, (µt.T, S) T {µt.T /t} ≤a S Σ µt.T ≤a S RecL T = end ∨ T = &{li : Ti}i∈I Σ, (T, µt.S) T ≤a S{µt.S/t} Σ T ≤a µt.S RecR1 outDepth(S) ≥ 1 Σ, (⊕{li : Ti}i∈I , S) ⊕{li : Ti}i∈I ≤a outUnf(S) Σ ⊕{li : Ti}i∈I ≤a S RecR2
k-bounded Asynchronous Subtyping
Although asynchronous subtyping is undecidable, we can make it decidable by putting an upper-bound limit on the number of outputs that can be anticipated. We say that an input context A is k-bounded if the maximal number of nested inputs in A is less or equal to k.
Definition 11 (k-bounded Asynchronous Subtyping). The k-bounded asynchronous subtyping ≤ k is defined as in Definition 5, with the only difference that the input context A in item 2. is assumed to be k-bounded.
We can then define an algorithm for k-bounded asynchronous subtyping building on the subtyping procedure defined previously. We define ≤ k a as ≤ a with the only difference that the input context A in rule Out in Figure 1 , is assumed to be k-bounded. Then, the following result holds:
Theorem 12. The algorithm for ≤ k a always terminates and, given the types T and S,
Asynchronous Subtyping for Single-Out and Single-In Types
We now move to another decidability result where, instead of restricting the definition of asynchronous subtyping, we restrict the set of types over which the relation is used. In our development, we focus on single-out types, session types where outputs are always singletons.
In order to present our algorithm that determines the decidability of asynchronous subtyping for single-out types, we define the notions of leaf set, output anticipation and reachable types.
Definition 13 (Leaf Set). Given a session type S, we write noIn(S) if S is not of the form &{l i : S i } i∈I . Given a session type T , we define
The leaf set of a session type T is the set of subterms reachable from its root through a path of inputs. For example, the leaf set of the term &{l 1 : µt. ⊕ {l 2 : t}, l 3 : &{l 4 : ⊕{l 2 : µt. ⊕ {l 2 : t}}}} is {µt. ⊕ {l 2 : t}, ⊕{l 2 : µt. ⊕ {l 2 : t}}.
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Definition 14 (Output Anticipation). The partial function antOut(T, l i1 · · · l in ), with T single-out session type and l i1 · · · l in sequence of labels, is inductively defined as follows:
We say that T can infinitely anticipate outputs, written antOutInf(T ), if there exists an infinite sequence of labels l i1 · · · l ij · · · such that antOut(T, l i1 · · · l in ) is defined for every n.
The function antOut(T,l) anticipates all outputs in the sequencel. For example, the function applied to &{l : µt. ⊕ {l 1 : ⊕{l 2 : t}}, l : ⊕{l 1 : µt. ⊕ {l 2 : ⊕{l 1 : t}}}} and the sequence (l 1 , l 2 ) would return the same term, while it would be undefined with the sequence (l 1 , l 1 ).
The definition of antOutInf(T ) is not algorithmic in that it quantifies on every possible natural number n. Nevertheless, it can be decided by checking whether for every session type obtained from T by means of output anticipations, all the terms populating its leaf set can anticipate the same output label. Despite such process possibly generates infinitely many session types, the terms populating the leaf sets are finite and are over-approximated by the function reach(T ), which always returns a finite set and is defined as:
Definition 15 (Reachable types). Given a single-out session type T , reach(T ) is the minimal set of session types such that:
Notice that reach(T ) is populated by those session types obtained by consuming in sequence the initial inputs and outputs, and by unfolding recursion only when it is at the top level. These terms are finite in that eventually the final term end, or a term already considered, are reached. The latter occurs after consumption of all the inputs and outputs in front of a recursion variable already unfolded.
Proposition 16. Given a single-out session type T , reach(T ) is finite and it is decidable whether antOutInf(T ).
Subtyping algorithm for single-out types. Our algorithm is parametric on the session type Z, which is the type on the right-hand side of the initial pair of types to be checked (the algorithm is intended to check V ≤Z, for some type Z). We start from the initial judgement ∅ V ≤ t Z and then apply from bottom to top the rules in Figure 1 , where ≤ a is replaced by ≤ t , plus the following additional rule:
This rule guarantees termination of the algorithm by catching all those cases where the term on the right grows indefinitely, by anticipating outputs and accumulating inputs. These infinitely many distinct types are anyway obtainable starting from the finite set reach(Z), by means of output anticipations. Hence there exists S ∈ reach(Z) that can generate infinitely many of these types: this guarantees antOutInf(S) to be true. As observed above, the leafs of such infinitely many terms are themselves taken from the finite set reach(Z). This guarantees that the algorithm, among the types that can be obtained from S, visits two terms having the same leaf set. These, even if syntactically different, are equivalent as far as the subtyping game is concerned. In order to avoid the possibility of applying two distinct rules to the same judgement, we give rule Asmp2 the same highest priority as rule Asmp. Also in this case, we use Σ T ≤ t S → Σ T ≤ t S to denote that the latter can be obtained from the former by one rule application, and Σ T ≤ t S → err , to denote that there is no rule that can be applied to the judgement Σ T ≤ t S. We can now state the termination and soundness of the algorithm:
Theorem 17. Given two single-out session types T and S, the algorithm applied to the initial judgement ∅ T ≤ t S terminates.
Theorem 18. Given two single-out session types T and S, we have that there exist
Finally, we can conclude the decidability of asynchronous subtyping for single-out session types. Moreover, using dual closedness, the same result holds for single-in session types. 
Corollary 19 (Decidability
Undecidability Results
We now augment focus on the undecidability of asynchronous subtyping. Existing results [1, 8] show that asynchronous subtyping is undecidable. They encode termination of a Turing equivalent formalism into the subtyping game by exploiting covariance of outputs and contravariance of inputs. In this section we show that, even without covariance and contravariance, subtyping remains undecidable. Moreover, we show that the union, for all k, of all k-bounded subtyping relations (relating types that do not unboundedly put messages in a queue) is undecidable.
Queue Machines
We prove undecidability of asynchronous subtyping without using output covariance and input contravariance, by reduction from the acceptance problem for queue machines. Queue machines are a formalism similar to pushdown automata, but with a queue instead of a stack. Queue machines are Turing-equivalent.
Definition 20 (Queue machine). A queue machine M is defined by a six-tuple (Q, Σ, Γ, $, s, δ) where:
Q is a finite set of states; Σ ⊂ Γ is a finite set denoting the input alphabet; Γ is a finite set denoting the queue alphabet; $ ∈ Γ − Σ is the initial queue symbol; s ∈ Q is the start state;
A configuration of a queue machine is an ordered pair (q, γ) where q ∈ Q is its current state and γ ∈ Γ * is the content of the queue (Γ * is the Kleene closure of Γ). The starting configuration on an input string x ∈ Σ * is (s, x$). The transition relation → M from one configuration to the next one is defined as (p, Aα) → M (q, αγ), when δ(p, A) = (q, γ). A machine M accepts an input x if it blocks by emptying the queue. Formally, x is accepted 
Undecidability of Asynchronous Subtyping without Output Covariance and Input Contravariance
We prove the undecidability of asynchronous subtyping without output covariance and input contravariance by encoding single consuming queue machines into subtyping. A queue machine has two main components, the finite control and the queue. Our encoding generates a pair of types, say T and S, such that T encodes the finite control and S encodes the queue. Then, the subtyping T ≤S simulates the execution of the machine. We now give the formal definition of our encoding and then give a detailed explanation. In the sequel, our encoding associates each state q of a queue machine with a unique recursion variable q. Symbols of the alphabet Γ are used as labels by the session types generated by the encoding. Finally, we define as {l i : The encoding generates two types T and S such that T encodes the transition function of the encoded queue machine (finite control), while S encodes the queue. The main idea is for type T to be able to perform an input on each of the symbols in Γ, and continue according to the definition of the transition function δ. Type S then matches such input with the correct symbol depending on the state of the queue. For example, if Γ = {A, B} and symbol A is on the head of the queue, we have T = &{A : . . . , B : . . .} and S = &{A : . . .}: type T is able to react to any symbol that may be present on the queue (like the transition function δ), while type S reacts with the actual value on the queue, symbol A. Unfortunately, such idea exploits contravariance for inputs. Therefore, it must be the case that the input in S is of the form &{A : . . . , B : . . .}. Our encoding makes sure that if label A is selected then the simulation of the queue machine continues. Otherwise, an infinite simulation is started (starting from B in the example). Insertion of symbols is simulated by performing outputs. Such outputs are matched by the queue which also releases a corresponding input. Also in this case, we have a problem without covariance of outputs which forces us to introduce extra paths in the subtyping game. This makes the game highly non-deterministic and such that several paths that the game can take differ from what the encoded machine does. We discuss in detail the various cases which our encoding in Figure 2 can be in: 1. The encoding of the finite control reads the correct symbol. We represent the machine reading a symbol A from the queue while being in state q, with an input type of the
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a) Finite Control 
2.
The encoding of the finite control reads the wrong symbol. In this case, the encoding of the finite control picks a symbol that is not the symbol in the head of the queue. In order to match such action, the encoding of the queue will take the branch A : T A ∈Γ\{C1} . From now on, T is designed in a way that it can match every move the finite control can do, by repeatedly alternating two inputs with a subsequent output on every queue symbol. Note that, since inputs cannot be anticipated matching every move is only feasible if the encoded queue machine is single consuming.
The encoding of the finite control writes the correct symbol.
Once the finite control has read a symbol, it performs { {B 1 · · · B m } } A : T A ∈Γ\{B1} . However, the simulation executes the wrong branch (with any A = B 1 ) and continues as T . In this case, T continues removing and adding any value from the queue, indefinitely. Note that it is also possible that it removes the wrong value from the queue overlapping with case 2. We also observe that in this case the requirement that the queue machine is single consuming is not necessary.
We can state the following result (and its corollary): Below, subtyping without ouput covariance and input contravariance is defined as in Definition 4 except that I = J k in point 2. and I = J in point 3.
Corollary 25. Subtyping without ouput covariance and input contravariance is undecidable.
Notice that this also provides an alternative proof that asynchronous subtyping (Definition 4) is undecidable.
Bounded Asynchronous Subtyping
We conclude this section by defining bounded asynchronous subtyping and showing that it is undecidable.
Definition 26 (Bounded Asynchronous Subtyping, ≤ b ). The bounded asynchronous subtyping ≤ b is the union of all k-bounded asynchronous subtypings, for every k ∈ N.
The idea of bounded asynchronous subtyping can also be seen as bound to the size of the queue of a queue machine:
Definition 27 (Queue Machine Boundedness). Let M be a queue machine and x a possible input. We say that M is bound on input x if there exists k such that, for every q and γ such that (s,
Boundedness of a queue machine is undecidable:
Lemma 28. Given a queue machine M and an input x, it is undecidable whether M terminates and is bound on x.
We can then give a different encoding of queue machines into bounded subtyping:
Definition 29 (Queue Machine Encoding for Bounded Subtyping). Let M = (Q, Σ, Γ, $, s, δ) be a queue machine, and let
S , with the difference that the operator is interpreted in the following way:
Finally, we can state the following impossibility result: 
Related Work
The articles closest to ours are those by Bravetti et al. [1] and by Lange and Yoshida [8] .
Concerning decidability results, both articles investigate fragments of session types for which subtyping becomes decidable, which however are much more limited, and far from having practical applications (they both require one of the compared types to have no branching at all), with respect to the fragments considered here. The former adopts a subtyping relation that allows orphan messages and consider two fragments: a fragment where type T , in T ≤S,
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has no branching and S is single-out and another fragment where T is single-in and S has no branching. For both cases, they provide an algorithm by adding extra rules to a subtyping procedure similar to ours. For types that do not produce orphan messages, both fragments are just a special case of our algorithm for single-out and single-in session types. Lange and Yoshida consider, instead, a subtyping relation without orphan messages like ours, based on the original definition given by Chen et al. [2] . They give an algorithm for the case where one of the two types for which we wish to check subtyping has no branching. Note that our subtyping procedure is inspired by the work of Mostrous et al.
[10] on asynchronous subtyping for multiparty session types. The main result by Bravetti et. al [1] is the undecidability of asynchronous subtyping which is shown by using an encoding of queue machines. Lange and Yoshida [8] show undecidability of asynchronous subtyping by encoding Turing machines into a notion of subtyping for communicating automata. Then, such a result is transferred to session types. Unlike ours, both encodings take advantage of the use of input contravariance and output covariance. For example, by exploiting this feature, the queue machine encoding by Bravetti et al. is much simpler than ours. We note that our results on undecidability focus on binary session types. However, it is immediate to generalise this kind of undecidability results from binary session types to multiparty session types since binary session types are just multiparty session types with only two roles [1].
Conclusions
In this article, we have shed light on the boundaries between decidability and undecidability of asynchronous subtyping for session types. In particular, we have shown four main results: the decidability of k-bounded subtyping, the decidability of subtyping for single-out and single-in session types, the undecidability of subtyping without output covariance and input contravariance, and, finally, the undecidability of bounded subtyping. From our results, it is clear that branching of inputs and outputs together with asynchrony (output anticipation) determine the boundaries between decidability and undecidability of asynchronous subtyping. Our goal for the future is to investigate whether other forms of restriction allow us to obtain a decidable relation, while retaining general branching for both inputs and outputs. Proof. Given an asynchronous subtyping relation R we show that R is also an orphanmessage-free subtyping relation. To this aim we need to prove that if (T, S) ∈ R and T = ⊕{l i : T i } i∈I then besides all the items in 2. of Definition 4 we also have:
..,m} ) starts with an input. As R is an asynchronous subtyping relation, it is dual closed, hence (S, T ) ∈ R. We observe that S starts with an output and T = &{l i : T i } i∈I . For item 2. of Definition 4, we have that
..,m} , for some input context A . This means that all T i contain at least an internal choice, which implies that all T i contain at least one external choice.
Lemma 32. Given two session types T and S, we have that T ≤ o S implies T ≤S.
Proof. We show that, given T ≤ o S, it is possible to define an asynchronous subtyping relation
The relation R is dual closed by definition. It remains to show that it satisfies the four items in Definition 4. Let (T, S) ∈ R. There are two cases: T ≤ o S or S≤ o T . In the first case all the item holds by definition of orphan-message-free subtyping relation. We consider now the second case, i.e. S≤ o T , and proceeds with a case analysis.
T = end.
We have T = end. Having S≤ o end, by definition of ≤ o , in particular by n applications of item 4. (with n ≥ 0) and one application of item 1., it follows that S = µt 1 . . . . µt n .end. Hence S = µt 1 . . . . µt n .end, then we can conclude what requested, i.e., ∃n ≥ 0 such that unfold n (S) = end.
T = ⊕{l
by definition of ≤ o , we have two possible cases. a. By n applications of item 4. (with n ≥ 0) and one application of item 3., it follows that S = µt 1 . . . . µt n .&{l j : S j } j∈J , with J ⊆ I and unfold n (S) = &{l j : S j } j∈J with
Notice that we have used the fact that unfold n (S) = unfold n (S) and we have considered
By n applications of item 4. (with n ≥ 0) and one application of item 2., it follows that T = &{l i : 
by n applications of item 4. (with n ≥ 0) and one application of item 2., it follows that S = µt 1 . . . . µt n . ⊕ {l j : S j } j∈J , with J ⊆ I, and unfold n (S) = ⊕{l j : S j } j∈J with
Notice that we have used the fact that unfold n (S) = unfold n (S). 
if and only if T ≤S
Proof. We prove the two implications separately. We start with the if part and proceed by contraposition. We assume that it is not true that ∃Σ , T , S . ∅ T ≤ a S → * Σ T ≤ a S → err and show that T ≤S. We first observe that even if we remove rule Asmp from the procedure, it is still impossible to reach a judgement Σ T ≤ a S on which no rule can be applied. Let → noAsmp be our decision procedure under the assumption that Asmp cannot be used. By contraposition, assume
We have that there exists an intermediary judgement Σ T ≤ a S such that ∅ T ≤ a S → * Σ T ≤ a S (notice the use of the standard procedure), (T , S ) ∈ Σ and Σ T ≤ a S → * noAsmp Σ T ≤ a S . Within
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the sequence of rule applications Σ T ≤ a S → * noAsmp Σ T ≤ a S we consider the judgement Σ T ≤ a S which is the last one such that (T , S ) ∈ Σ (such judgement exists as the first one Σ T ≤ a S already has this property). It is not restrictive to assume that in the sequence Σ T ≤ a S → * noAsmp Σ T ≤ a S there is no two judgements Σ 1 T 1 ≤ a S 1 and Σ 2 T 2 ≤ a S 2 with T 1 = T 2 and S 1 = S 2 (otherwise we can shorten the sequence Σ T ≤ a S → * noAsmp Σ T ≤ a S obtaining a new one having the same properties). Consider now, in the standard application of the procedure ∅ T ≤ a S → * Σ T ≤ a S , the intermediary judgement Σ i T ≤ a S that added (T , S ) to the environment; we have that from this judgement there exists a standard application of the procedure ∅ T ≤ a S → * Σ i T ≤ a S → * Σ i T ≤ a S → err simply by considering from Σ i T ≤ a S the same rules used in the sequence Σ T ≤ a S → * noAsmp Σ T ≤ a S . Consider now the relation R = {(T , S ) | ∃Σ . Σ T ≤ a S ∈ S} where S is the minimal set of judgements satisfying the following:
We observe that to each judgement Σ T ≤ a S ∈ S it is always possible to apply at least one rule. In fact, if this is not possible, we would have also
T ≤ a S with T = T and S less unfolded than S . In fact, the unique difference between the judgements in S and those reachable without adopting Asmp is that those in S are more unfolded (see the difference between outUnf(S) used in rule RecR 2 and unfold outDepth(S ) (S ) used in the definition of S).
We finally show that R is an orphan-message-free subtyping relation, hence T ≤ o S that, by Theorem 6, implies also T ≤S . Let (T , S ) ∈ R. Then Σ T ≤ a S ∈ S and it is possible to apply at least one rule to Σ T ≤ a S . We proceed by cases on T .
If T = end then item 1. of Definition 4 for pair (T , S ) is shown by induction on k = nrec(S ), i.e. the number of unguarded (not prefixed by some input or output) occurrences of recursions µt.S in S for any S , t. Base case k = 0. The only rule applicable to Σ T ≤ a S is End, that immediately yields the desired pair of R. Induction case k > 0. The only rules applicable to Σ T ≤ a S are Asmp and RecR 1 . In the case of Asmp we have that (T , S ) ∈ Σ , hence there exists Σ with (T , S ) / ∈ Σ such that Σ T ≤ a S ∈ S. RecR 1 can be applied to Σ T ≤ a S . So for some Σ (= Σ or = Σ ) we have that the procedure applies rule
induction hypothesis item 1. of Definition 4 holds for pair (T , unfold 1 (S )), hence it holds for pair (T , S ). If T = ⊕{l i : T i } i∈I then item 2. of Definition 4 for pair (T , S ) is shown as follows.
If outDepth(S ) = 0 then the only rule applicable to Σ T ≤ a S is Out, that immediately yields the desired pairs of R. If outDepth(S ) ≥ 1 then the only rules applicable to Σ T ≤ a S are Asmp and RecR 2 . In the case of Asmp we have that (T , S ) ∈ Σ , hence there exists Σ with (T , S ) / ∈ Σ such that Σ T ≤ a S ∈ S. RecR 2 can be applied to Σ T ≤ a S . So for some Σ (= Σ or = Σ ) we have that the procedure applies rule RecR 2 to Σ T ≤ a S . Hence (T , unfold outDepth(S ) (S )) ∈ R. Since outDepth(unfold outDepth(S ) (S )) = 0, we end up in the previous case. Therefore item 2.
of Definition 4 holds for pair (T , unfold outDepth(S ) (S )), hence it holds for pair (T , S ).
If T = &{l i : T i } i∈I then item 3. of Definition 4 for pair (T , S ) is shown by induction on k = nrec(S ). Base case k = 0. The only rule applicable to Σ T ≤ a S is In, that immediately yields the desired pairs of R. Induction case k > 0. The only rules applicable to Σ T ≤ a S are Asmp and RecR 1 . In the case of Asmp we have that (T , S ) ∈ Σ , hence there exists Σ with (T , S ) / ∈ Σ such that Σ T ≤ a S ∈ S. RecR 1 can be applied to Σ T ≤ a S . So for some Σ (= Σ or = Σ ) we have that the procedure applies rule
induction hypothesis item 3. of Definition 4 holds for pair (T , unfold 1 (S )), hence it holds for pair (T , S ). If T = µt.T then item 4. of Definition 4 for pair (T , S ) holds because the only rule applicable to Σ T ≤ a S is RecL that immediately yields the desired pair of R.
We now prove the only if part and proceed by contraposition. We assume that T ≤S and show that there exist no Σ , T , S , such that ∅ T ≤ a S → * Σ T ≤ a S → err . If T ≤S then also T ≤ o S (by Theorem 6). So we can assume the existence of a relation R that is an orphan-message-free subtyping relation such that (T, S) ∈ R.
We say that
T ≤ a S and: the last rule applied is one of Out, In or RecL rules; while all previous ones are RecR 1 or RecR 2 rules. As another notation we use input-output-end contexts B defined as the input contexts in Definition 3 with the difference that also the output construct and end are part of the grammar in the definition.
We start by showing that ∃Σ.
The proof is by induction on the length of such computation → * w . The base case is for a 0 length computation: it yields (T, S) ∈ R which holds. For the inductive case we assume it to hold for all computations of a length k and we show it to holds for all computations of length k + 1, by considering all judgements Σ T ≤ a S such that Σ T ≤ a S → w Σ T ≤ a S . This is shown by first considering the case in which rule Asmp applies to Σ T ≤ a S : in this case there is no such a judgement and there is nothing to prove. Then we consider the case in which T = end and Σ end ≤ a S → * Σ end ≤ a end (by applying RecR 1 rules) and rule End applies to Σ end ≤ a end. Also in this case there is no such a judgement Σ T ≤ a S and there is nothing to prove. Finally, we proceed by an immediate verification that judgements Σ T ≤ a S produced in remaining cases are required to be in R by items 2., 3. and 4. of Definition 4: T = ⊕{l i : T i } i∈I (→ w is a possibly empty sequence of RecR 2 applications followed by Out application), T = &{l i : T i } i∈I (→ w is a possibly empty sequence of RecR 1 applications followed by In application) or T = µt.T (→ w is simply RecL application).
We finally observe that, given a judgement In particular this holds for T = ⊕{l i : T i } i∈I (→ w is a possibly empty sequence of RecR 2 applications followed by Out application), T = &{l i : T i } i∈I (→ w is a possibly empty sequence of RecR 1 applications followed by In application) or T = µt.T (→ w is simply RecL application).
B.2 Proof of Theorem 12
Proof. We first observe that the decision algorithm for k-bounded asynchronous subtyping terminates. By contraposition, if the algorithm does not terminate, there exists an infinite
Along this infinite sequence infinitely many distinct pairs (T, S) will be added to Σ. As only finitely many distinct terms can be reached as first element of the pairs, there will be infinitely many distinct terms as second element. Such terms will have unbounded depth, but this is not possible due to the constraint added to rule Out that impose the use of k-bounded input contexts.
We now prove that, given the types T and S, there exist Σ , T , S such that
We start with the if part and proceed by contraposition. We assume that it is not true that ∃Σ , T , S .
a S → err and we build a relation R that we show to be a k-bounded Asynchronous Subtyping relation. The relation R is built from the judgments Σ T ≤ k a S exactly as we did for the ≤ a subtyping procedure in the first part (the if part) of the proof of Proposition 10. In such a proof we show R to be an orphan-message-free subtyping relation, hence we just have to show it to be k-bounded. It is immediate to observe that, since when applying rule Out to a judgment Σ T ≤ k a S we require the input context A to be k-bounded, we may include in R only pairs (T , S ) that satisfy the same constraint in item 2 of k-bounded Asynchronous Subtyping relation definition (Definition 11), because otherwise we would have
a S → err by possibly applying RecR 1 /RecR 2 rules. Hence, as justified in Proposition 10 this would lead to violating the assumption that the algorithm does not reach an error. The justification provided there still holds because judgments Σ T ≤ k a S 1 and Σ T ≤ k a S 2 , with S 1 and S 2 that just differ for the level of internal unfoldings, behave equivalently with respect to errors due to k-boundedness violations. This because the k-boundedness of context A is established by the Out rule after unfolding in S 1 /S 2 all recursions occurring before the first output of every possible branch by means of the RecR 1 /RecR 2 rules.
We now prove the only if part and proceed by contraposition. We assume that T ≤ k S and show that there exist no Σ , T , S , such that
So we can assume the existence of a relation R that is an orphan-messagefree subtyping relation such that (T, S) ∈ R. We then use exactly the same proof as that of the second part (the only if part) of the proof of Proposition 10 to establish a correspondance between judgements
a S , and pairs in R (see the construction of the corresponding pair in the proof of Proposition 10). Since R includes only pairs that satisfy the constraint in item 2 of k-bounded Asynchronous Subtyping relation definition (Definition 11) requiring context A to be k-bounded; and since any judgment This observation makes it possible to carry out the proof as in Proposition 10, hence to show that there exist no Σ , T , S , such that
B.3 Proof of Proposition 16
Lemma 33. Given a single-out session type T , reach(T ) is finite.
Proof. We now define a finite set of session types fin(T ), and then we prove that it satisfies all the constraints 1., . . . , 4. in Definition 15. Hence reach(T ) ⊆ fin(T ) by definition, from which finiteness of reach(T ) follows. It is not restrictive to assume that all the recursion variables of T are distinct: let x 1 , . . . , x n be such variables. We consider the rewriting variables X 1 , . . . , X n . Let T i be such that µx i .T i occurs in T ; let T be T with X i that replaces µx i .T i ; and similarly let T i be T i with X j that replaces each occurrence of µx j .T j and x j . We now consider the rewriting rules X i → 1 i T i and X i → 2 i x i . Given one of the above term S containing rewriting variables, we denote with close(S) the session type obtained by repeated application of the rewriting rules in the following way: if X i occurs inside a subterm µx i .S apply → 2 i , otherwise apply → 1 i . We now define another closure function on sets of terms S: subterms(S) = {S |S is a subterm of S ∈ S}. Consider finally fin(T ) = {close(S)|S ∈ subterms({T , T 1 , . . . , T n })}. We have that fin(T ) is finite and it satisfies all the constraints 1., . . . , 4. in Definition 15.
We now report some definitions and results used in the proof of Proposition 16.
Definition 34. Let T be a single-out session type. A relation R over reach(T ) is an
..,m} , with (T i , T j ) ∈ R for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n} and j ∈ {1, . . . , m}. We say that T antEq T T if there is an antEq T relation R such that (T , T ) ∈ R.
Notice that antEq T itself is an antEq T relation because, obviously, the union of two antEq T relations is an antEq T relation and reach(T ) is finite. Moreover notice that, given a term T ∈ reach(T ), all terms T i (with i ∈ {1, . . . , n}) for which outUnf(T ) = A [⊕{l :
i∈{1,...,n} are always such that T i ∈ reach(T ) as well (because outUnf(T ) never unfolds recursions occurring inside terms T i ). Finally, notice that antEq T is decidable in that it is a relation over reach(T ), which is a finite set.
Definition 35. antSet T is the field of antEq T , that is the set of session types T ∈ reach(T ) such that there exists T with (T , T ) ∈ antEq T or (T , T ) ∈ antEq T .
Lemma 36. antEq T is an equivalence relation on antSet T .
Proof. The reflexive, symmetric and transitive closure of an antEq T relation is an antEq T relation, hence this holds true for antEq T as well.
23:20 Lemma 37. Let T ∈ reach(T ). We have that antOutInf(T ) if and only if
Proof. We prove the two implications separately, starting from the if part, e.g. by assuming T ∈ antSet T . By Lemma 36 we have T antEq T T . We now prove by induction on m that for every m there exists
i∈{1,...,n} (with A and T i that exist by Definition 34). Consider now that T = antOut(T , l i1 · · · l im−1 ) is defined. By Definition 14, we have
As T antEq T T , we can apply m − 1 times Definition 34 to conclude that T i antEq T T j , for every i, j ∈ 1 . . . k. This guarantees the existence of the input contexts A k , session types T k r , and label l such that such that outUnf(
r . This implies that it is possible to define antOut(T , l) hence also antOut(T , l i1 · · · l im ) by taking l im = l.
We now move to the only if part assuming that there exists an infinite label sequence
We now show that R above is an antEq T relation. Considered any (T , T ) in R, we have that there exists h, with h ≥ 1, such that, for some A , A , we have:
. . , m } and j ∈ {1, . . . , m }. This holds, according to the definition of R: for (T , T ) = (T , T ) by taking h = 1 and by observing that pairs (T i , T j ) ∈ R because they are added to R in the case n = 1; for any (T , T ) added to R in the case n, by taking h = n + 1 and by observing that pairs (T i , T j ) ∈ R because they are among the pairs that are added to R in the case n + 1.
Proposition 16. Given a single-out session type T , reach(T ) is finite and it is decidable whether antOutInf(T ).
Proof. Direct consequence of Lemmas 33, Lemma 37 and the finiteness of antSet T .
B.4 Proof of Theorem 17 Lemma 38. Consider two single-out session types T and S. Given a judgement
Σ T ≤ t S such that ∅ T ≤ t S → * Σ T ≤ t S ,
in such a way that the final rule applied is not
RecR 2 , we have that for all Q ∈ reach(S ) there exist R ∈ reach(S) and a sequence of labels γ such that Q = antOut(R, γ).
Proof. By induction on the length of the sequence of rule applications
In the base case we have S = S. Consider now Q ∈ reach(S ). Obviously Q = antOut(Q, ) with Q ∈ reach(S) because reach(S) = reach(S ).
In the inductive case we proceed by case analysis on the last rule application Σ T ≤ t S → Σ T ≤ t S . We have two possible cases:
We can apply the induction hypotheses on the judgement Σ T ≤ t S . Hence for all Q ∈ reach(S ) there exist R ∈ reach(S) and a sequence of labels γ such that Q = antOut(R, γ). Consider now Q ∈ reach(S ). We proceed by cases on the applied rule. For the rules In, RecR 1 and Out with A = [ ] 1 we have that S ∈ reach(S ) hence also Q ∈ reach(S ) because if S ∈ reach(S ) then reach(S ) ⊆ reach(S ) by definition of reach(_). If the rule is Out with A = [ ] 1 we have that S = antOut(R, γ · l) with R ∈ reach(S) and γ such that S = antOut(R, γ) and l is the label of the anticipated output. We limit our analysis to the case in which Q ∈ reach(S ) (in the other cases we can proceed as above). This happens if Q is obtained by applying rule 2. of Definition 15 to remove some but not all the inputs in front of one of the output anticipated in S . Consider now the term V corresponding to Q enriched with the anticipated outputs. We have that V ∈ reach(S ) hence there exist R ∈ reach(S) and γ such that V = antOut(R , γ ). But Q = antOut(R , γ · l) hence proving the thesis. We cannot apply the induction hypotheses on the judgement Σ T ≤ t S because the rule used to obtain Σ T ≤ t S is RecR 2 . As RecR 2 cannot be applied in sequence, it is surely possible to apply the induction hypothesis on the previous judgement
Then we have that for all Q ∈ reach(S ) we have Q = antOut(R, γ) with R ∈ reach(S) and a sequence of labels γ. We also have that the rule applied in Σ T ≤ t S → Σ T ≤ t S is Out, which is the only rule that can applied after RecR 2 . Let l be the label of the output involved in the application of the Out rule. Consider now Q ∈ reach(S ). We consider two possible cases:
Q is obtained from S by consuming inputs present in the input context A used in the last application of the rule Out. Consider now Q obtained from S by consuming the same inputs and performing the needed unfoldings. Obviously Q ∈ reach(S ): hence, by induction hypothesis, Q = antOut(R, γ) with R ∈ reach(S). We have Q = antOut(R, γ · l) hence proving the thesis. Q is obtained from S by consuming strictly more than a sequence of inputs present in the input context A used in the last application of the rule Out. This means that Q ∈ reach(W ) where W is a term starting with an output that populates one of the holes of A in S . But the terms starting with an output that can occur in S , assuming
are already in reach(S).
In fact the rules do not perform transformations under outputs, excluding those strictly performed by top level unfoldings. Hence W ∈ reach(S), which implies Q ∈ reach(S) from which the thesis trivially follows (because Q = antOut(Q, )).
Corollary 39. Consider two single-out session types T and S. Given a judgement
and a pair (T , S ) ∈ Σ , we have that S = antOut(R, γ) for some R ∈ reach(S) and a sequence of labels γ.
Proof. Let (T , S ) ∈ Σ . This pair has been introduced by application of one of the rules RecL, RecR 1 or RecR 2 . But before the application of these rules it is not possible to apply rule RecR 2 , because after such rule only Out can be applied. So the pair (T , S ) corresponds to a sequence of rule applications ∅ T ≤ t S → * Σ T ≤ t S in which RecR 2 is not the last applied rule. The thesis directly follows from Lemma 38.
Theorem 17. Given two single-out session types T and S, the algorithm applied to the initial judgement ∅ T ≤ t S terminates.
Proof. Assume by contraposition that there exists single-out session types T and S such that the algorithm applied to the initial judgement ∅ T ≤ t S does not terminate. This means that there exists an infinite sequence of rule applications
Within this infinite sequence, there are infinitely many applications of the unfolding rules RecL, RecR 1 or RecR 2 , that implies the existence of infinitely many distinct pairs (T j , S j ) that are introduced in the environment (assuming that j ranges over the instances of application of such rules). All these pairs are distinct, otherwise the precedence of the Asmp rule would have blocked the algorithm. It is obvious that the distinct r.h.s. T j and leafSet(T ) to yield the same new set of leaves leafSet(T ) in both T and T . By definition of extAntSet T we have that exist l , A such that outUnf(T ) = A [⊕{l :
j∈{1,...,m} , with T i antEq T T j for all i, j ∈ {1, . . . , m}. From the fact that leafSet(outUnf(T )) = leafSet(outUnf(T )) we have that l = l and that: for all T i , with i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, there exists T j , with j ∈ {1, . . . , m}, such that T i = T j ; and, vice versa, for all T j , with j ∈ {1, . . . , m}, there exists T i , with i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, such that T j = T i . Therefore we conclude that T extAntEq T T .
We now consider a new subtyping procedure, we here denote by ≤ s , that is defined exactly as that of ≤ a (defined in Section 3.1 and based on applications of the rules therein over judgments of the form Σ T ≤ a S) with the only difference that the Asmp rule is removed. Notice that, in the absence of the Asmp rule the content of environment Σ is never accessed for reading, so it has no actual effect on the procedure (on rule applications) and can be removed as well, together with updates on such environment made by the rules. As a consequence we will denote ≤ s judgments just by T ≤ s S for some T and S. Also in this case, we use T ≤ s S → T ≤ s S , to denote that the latter can be obtained from the former by one rule application, and T ≤ s S → err , to denote that there is no rule that can be applied to the judgement T ≤ s S.
Definition 43.
A blocking judgment T ≤ s S, denoted by T ≤ s S → blk , is a judgment such that, for some T , S we have: T ≤ s S → * T ≤ s S → err by applying rules RecL, RecR 1 and RecR 2 only.
Definition 44. An IO step a, denoted by a −→ io , with a ∈ {& l , ⊕ l | l ∈ L} is a sequence of ≤ s rule applications → * such that the last applied rule is an In (in the case a = & l , where l is the input label singling out which of the rule premises we consider), or an Out rule (in the case a = ⊕ l , where l is the output label singling out which of the rule premises we consider) and all other rule applications concern RecL, RecR 1 and RecR 2 rules only.
Definition 45. a 1 . . . a n , with n ≥ 0, is a blocking path for judgment
T ≤ s S → blk (where T = T and S = S in the case n = 0). Lemma 46. Let S ∈ reach(Z) and T ≤ s antOut(S, γ), T ≤ s antOut(S, β) be such that: |γ| < |β| and antOut(S, β) extAntEq Z antOut(S, γ). If a 1 . . . a n , with n ≥ 0, is a blocking path for T ≤ s antOut(S, β) then there exists a m long prefix of a 1 . . . a n , with 0 ≤ m ≤ n, that is a blocking path for T ≤ s antOut(S, γ).
Proof. The proof is by induction on n ≥ 0.
We start by proving the base case n = 0. That is T ≤ s antOut(S, γ) → blk , i.e. for some T , S we have: T ≤ s antOut(S, γ) → * T ≤ s S → err by applying rules RecL, RecR 1 and RecR 2 only.
We first observe that
T i } i∈I with l = l i for some i ∈ I, hence we would have that also
Therefore, given that it is not possible that T ≤ s antOut(S, γ) → * end ≤ s end by applying rules RecL, RecR 1 and RecR 2 only (because otherwise antOut(S, β) would not be defined), we conclude T ≤ s antOut(S, γ) → blk (notice that the number of times a RecL, RecR 1 or RecR 2 is applicable to a judgment is finite because we do not have unguarded recursion and RecR 2 cannot be consecutively applied for more than one time).
We now consider the induction case for blocking path a 1 . . . a n of length n ≥ 1. We first consider the case a 1 = & l for some l ∈ L. Given that antOut(S, β) is defined and
−→ io , we deduce that antOut(S, γ) is: either ⊕{l : T } (possibly preceded by some recursion operators), for some l , T ; or &{l i : T i } i∈I (possibly preceded by some recursion operators), for some terms T i and labels l i such that l = l i for some i ∈ I. In the first case we have T ≤ s antOut(S, γ) → blk , hence the the lemma trivially holds; in the second case we have T ≤ s antOut(S, γ) & l −→ io and we proceed with the proof. We
, with γ = σγ and β = σβ . In particular S is obtained from S by removing all its initial (single-)outputs (and intertwined recursions, that are unfolded) until the first input &{l i : T i } i∈I is reached, which is also removed, thus yielding S = T i for the i ∈ I such that l = l i . This corresponds, in the definition of reach(Z) (Definition 15), to repeatedly applying, starting from S ∈ reach(Z), rules 3 and 4 and finally rule 2, thus yielding S ∈ reach(Z). Notice that σ is the sequence of labels of the initial outputs that were removed during this procedure and that, obviously, |γ | < |β |. Now, in order to be able to apply the induction hypothesis we have also to show that antOut(S, β ) extAntEq Z antOut(S, γ ). We observe that antOut(S, γ ) extAntEq Z antOut(S, γ). This holds because antOut(S, γ) is a &{l i : T i } i∈I term, with l = l i for some i ∈ I, possibly preceded by some recursion operators, and from the following observations: obviously, for any t, T , it holds µt.T extAntEq Z T {µt.T /t}; and leafSet(T i ) ⊆ leafSet(&{l i : T i } i∈I ). In the same way, we have antOut(S, β ) extAntEq Z antOut(S, β).
It is therefore possible to apply the induction hypothesis to T ≤ s antOut(S , γ ) and T ≤ s antOut(S , β ) that possesses the shorter blocking path a 2 . . . a n .
Finally, we consider the case a 1 = ⊕ l for some l ∈ L. Since T ≤ s antOut(S, β)
In particular, we have that there exists T such that T ≤ s antOut(S, γ) (S, βl) , where, obviously, |γl| < |βl|. Moreover, since antOut(S, β) extAntEq Z antOut(S, γ) it is immediate to show (by applying the definitions of antOut, extAntEq and antEq ) that also antOut(S, βl) extAntEq Z antOut(S, γl).
It is therefore possible to apply the induction hypothesis to T ≤ s antOut(S, γl) and T ≤ s antOut(S, βl) that possesses the shorter blocking path a 2 . . . a n .
Theorem 18. Given two single-out session types T and S, we have that there exist
Proof. We consider the two implications separately starting from the if part. Assume that
In this sequence of rule applications, the new rule Asmp2 is never used otherwise the sequence would terminate successfully by applying such a rule. Hence, by applying the same sequence of rules, we have ∅ T ≤ a S → * Σ T ≤ a S with T = T , S = S and Σ = Σ . We have that Σ T ≤ a S → err , otherwise if a rule could be applied to this judgement, the same rule could be applied also to Σ T ≤ t S thus contradicting the assumption Σ T ≤ t S → err . We now move to the only if part. Assume that ∅ T ≤ a S → * Σ T ≤ a S → err and that, by contradiction, . When a queue machine does not accept an input, the corresponding computation never ends. In our case, this means that there is an infinite sequence (s, x$) = (q 0 , γ 0 ) → M (q 1 , γ 1 ) → M · · · → M (q i , γ i ) → M · · · . Let C be the set of reachable configurations, i.e. C = {(q i , γ i ) | i ≥ 0}. We now define a relation R on types, where T and T are as in Figure 2 , T 0 = ⊕{A : T } A∈Γ and T n = &{A : T n−1 } A∈Γ : 
We have that the above R is an asynchronous subtyping relation because each of the pairs satisfies the conditions in Definition 4 thanks to the presence of other pairs in R.
We can conclude observing that (s, x$) ∈ C implies that ( Proof. We first prove that boundedness is undecidable. If, by contraposition, boundedness was decidable, termination could be decided by first checking boundedness, and then perform a finite state analysis of the queue machine behaviour. More precisely, termination on bounded queue machines can be decided by forward exploration of the reachable configurations until a terminating configuration is found, or a cycle is detected by reaching an already visited configuration.
We now conclude by observing that given a queue machine M and the input x, it is not possible to decide whether M does not terminate and is bound on x. Assume by contraposition one could decide the above property of queue machines. Then boundedness could be decided as follows: transform M in a new machine M that behaves like M plus an additional special symbol # which is enqueued every time it is dequeued; boundedness of M on input x can be decided by checking the above property on M and input #x (in fact M never terminates and is bound on #x if and only if M is bound on x).
Theorem 30.
Given 
